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IAP2 Spectrum (continued) 



To do this we need to: 

!!Recognise that the community is 
diverse and have diverse views 
"! The public and stakeholders are different 

!!Respect what the community thinks  
"! This is probably different from our thinking 

!!Give the public tools to communicate 
what they think 

!!Understand what the public has to say 



Where are values? 

!!Land managers see value in the 
environment 
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Where are values? 

!!what is important to 
people 

!!guiding principles 
"! Social Justice 

"! the Environment 

"! Wealth 

!!Social sciences see values as in people 
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Why are values important? 

!!Can predict people’s : 
"! Beliefs and attitudes 

"! Judgements of management decisions  

!!Values underpin conflict 
"! E.g. Heritage vs Natural values 

!!Speak to politicians 
!!Justify business cases 



Where are values? 

!!Linking social science and land 
manager understandings of value: 
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Urban Forest Values 
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Variation in trust by value 
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Participatory 
mapping 



Value maps – North Melbourne 



Conclusions 

!!The way people value the urban forest 
is complex 
"! The different values of the community need to 

be respected in decision making processes 

!!Values are a useful way of engaging 
people in urban forest decision making 



Outcomes 

!!Defuse conflict 
!!Engage a wider section of the 

community 
!!Speak in terms politicians can 

understand 
"! Encourages diversity and resilience 




